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Abstract

This paper concerns the application of glottal models and
closed-phase analysis to the problem of speaker recognition. A
glottal model based on one originally proposed by Fujisaki and
Ljungqvist was used in conjunction with closed-phase analy-
sis to yield features for a speaker recognition system used in
the NIST 2003 Speaker Recognition Evaluation. Scores from
the system based on the glottal model features were combined
with scores from a system using formant center frequencies and
bandwidths and F0 (FMBWF0), yielding significant improve-
ment over the FMBWF0 system alone. The combination of the
glottal model and FMBWF0 scores was in turn combined with
the scores from a standard MFCC system to yield improvement
beyond that of the MFCC system alone.

1. Introduction
The speech production process is often modeled simply as a
source and filter [1]. For voiced speech, the source corresponds
to the airflow from the lungs that flows through the glottis (i.e.,
the opening between the vibrating vocal folds), resulting in
quasi-periodic pulses of air that excite the vocal tract, which
acts as a filter. In the normal course of a pitch period (PP), the
vocal folds and glottis go through two phases. The first phase is
known as the open phase and consists of the time interval during
which the glottis is open and air can flow through to the vocal
tract. The second phase is known as the closed phase and con-
sists of the time interval during which the glottis is closed (or
nearly closed) and the airflow to the vocal tract is momentarily
shut off (or considerably reduced from its peak). A simplifica-
tion that is often made when modeling speech is that when the
glottis is completely closed, there is no source exciting the vocal
tract filter so one can obtain a more accurate model of the vocal
tract. Modeling the speech signal only over the closed phase of
each PP is known as closed-phase (CP) analysis. A second sim-
plification is that the vocal tract model from the closed phase
can also be applied over the open phase for inverse filtering the
speech signal to obtain the voice source. The derivative of the
voice source is known as the effective voice source.

It is well known that the glottal source has a profound im-
pact on voice quality and prosody. For this reason, glottal mod-
eling (i.e., modeling of the glottal source signal) and CP anal-
ysis have received a great deal of attention for speech process-
ing applications such as speech synthesis, speech analysis, and
voice quality assessment (e.g., see [1–4]). Despite the effects of
the glottal source on vocal quality and prosody, which would in
turn contribute to perceived speaker identity, glottal modeling
and CP analysis have received considerably less attention for
automatic speaker recognition applications.

Opinions, interpretations, conclusions, and recommendations are
those of the authors and are not necessarily endorsed by the United
States Air Force.

A notable exception to the relative lack of application of CP
analysis and glottal modeling to speaker recognition is the work
discussed in [5], which used coarse- and fine-structure features
from a glottal model based on the well-known Liljencrants-Fant
(LF) model. Estimating the LF model parameters from data
is a nonlinear estimation problem, which the authors solved
by starting with an established iterative algorithm and mak-
ing various modifications to address issues with discontinuities
and convergence. In an effort to enforce physically meaning-
ful models, the authors also included some bounds on the pa-
rameters in the estimation algorithm; however, despite these
bounds, the estimation algorithm sometimes converged to so-
lutions that necessitated that some voiced speech frames be
discarded, resulting in the use of only about one third of the
speech frames. Nevertheless, in experiments conducted on the
TIMIT and NTIMIT databases, the authors showed that glottal
model features were useful for speaker identification, especially
if combined with mel-frequency cepstral coefficients (MFCCs)
or with cepstral coefficients derived from the linear prediction
polynomial (LPCCs) from the CP analysis.

Given that the glottal source affects speaker identifiability
and that [5] showed that glottal model features could be useful
for speaker recognition, the current authors examined the util-
ity of using glottal model features in the NIST 2003 Speaker
Recognition Evaluation1; however, the system used a differ-
ent glottal model and a different estimation procedure than that
used in [5]. For the work discussed here, the authors were in-
terested in examining piecewise polynomial glottal models and
conceptually simpler parameter estimation algorithms than that
of [5]. One of the more detailed piecewise polynomial glottal
models is the Fujisaki-Ljungqvist glottal model (FLGM) [2].
Since the FLGM could be recast in a form that would allow
for easy application of parameter bounds in an estimation algo-
rithm, it was ultimately chosen as the basis of this work.

This paper discusses the method used to employ a modified
version of the FLGM for speaker recognition in the context of
the NIST 2003 evaluation. A recent trend in speaker recogni-
tion systems has been to combine or fuse the scores from sev-
eral systems in order to improve the performance [6, 7]. In [8],
the authors examined a system (hereinafter referred to as the
FMBWF0 system) that used formant center frequencies, for-
mant bandwidths, and fundamental frequency, F0. For the 2003
evaluation, the scores from the glottal model system were com-
bined with the scores from the FMBWF0 system resulting in
significant improvement over the FMBWF0 system alone. The
combination of the glottal model and FMBWF0 scores was in
turn combined with the scores from a standard MFCC system
to yield improvement beyond that of the MFCC system alone.
After the NIST evaluation, other experiments were conducted
involving the glottal model system. A system using the LPCCs
from the CP analysis was developed and scores from this sys-
tem were also combined with those of the other systems yield-
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ing further improvement. Also, experiments were conducted
examining the effects of modifications on the metric used to de-
termine the best set of glottal model parameter values for each
frame.

An outline of the paper is as follows. The next section dis-
cusses the glottal model and the parameter estimation proce-
dure. Section 3 presents the results of using the glottal model
features in the NIST 2003 evaluation and in experiments con-
ducted since the evaluation. Section 4 presents the conclusions
and discusses future work.

2. The Glottal Model
This section discusses the glottal model and the correspond-
ing parameter estimation procedure. Section 2.1 discusses the
FLGM and the modifications made to it, while Section 2.2 dis-
cusses the details of the parameter estimation procedure.

2.1. The Modified FLGM

Figure 1 shows a plot of the FLGM [2], which is a piecewise
polynomial model of the effective voice source. The equation
for the model over a PP is:
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but should be negative as given here. While the first error is
relatively easy to see, the second is more difficult to discover.
The formula for
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model over a PP should be zero so as not to introduce a long
term trend. Choosing
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as given here ensures that the FLGM

has the desired integral property.
When estimating the parameters of a glottal model, one

should ensure that the parameter values yield physically mean-
ingful models. However, with the original FLGM, it can be
difficult to enforce proper constraints. The timing parameters�
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Figure 1: The Fujisaki-Ljungqvist glottal model.

The parameter


must be nonnegative but is theoretically un-
bounded above, and the parameter & must be negative but is
theoretically unbounded below. Practically speaking, one often
assumes that I  IGJFI & I , but this means that the upper bound on

varies as & varies.
For the work described here, a modified form of the FLGM

was used. There were two main issues that drove the modifica-
tions. First, it was important to allow for more easily enforcing
proper parameter constraints in the parameter estimation algo-
rithm. Second, the FLGM is defined from glottal opening to
glottal opening; however, reliably finding the instants of glottal
opening is much more difficult than finding the instants of glot-
tal closure. Thus, the modified FLGM (MFLGM) was defined
from glottal closure to glottal closure.

Figure 2 shows a plot of the modified MFLGM. Note that
the plot shows the time as a fraction of the PP, ; , and that the
timing parameters are defined in terms of ; . Thus, the time that
the glottis is open is K ; , giving K as the open quotient (i.e., the
fraction of the PP over which the glottis is open). One can defineL as an “opening” quotient, the fraction of the open phase dur-
ing which the glottal flow is increasing; thus, L K ; is equivalent
to
�

in the FLGM. The M , K , and N parameters are all bounded
by zero and one, making it easy to enforce proper constraints on
them. The parameter L has tighter bounds. It must be less than
1, and it must be greater than or equal to 0.5. The lower bound
of 0.5 ensures that the glottal model has the proper skew (i.e.,
the time duration over which the glottal flow increases is greater
than or equal to the duration over which the glottal flow to de-
creases). The equivalent of the & parameter is constrained to
be

�0O
in the MFLGM, and the gain is handled elsewhere in the

parameter estimation process. Finally, the P parameter, while
theoretically unbounded above, generally can be constrained in
practice to be less than one, given that & � �0O

. Let
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and V �W� OX� K �Y; � L K ; , then the MFLGM is as given in
Equation 1.
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Figure 2: The modified Fujisaki-Ljungqvist glottal model.

2.2. Parameter Estimation

The parameter estimation procedure consists of three phases
as shown in Figure 3. The first phase determines the instants
of glottal closure and opening, which are used to determine
the closed phases for analysis. The second phase performs a
smoothed CP analysis of the speech signal followed by inverse
filtering in order to obtain a residual signal, and the third phase
estimates the glottal model parameters from the residual signal.
These three phases are discussed in Sections 2.2.1, 2.2.2, and
2.2.3, respectively.

2.2.1. Finding the Glottal Closures and Openings

In Figure 3, the blocks to the left of the smoothed CP analy-
sis block are designed to get the instants of glottal closure and
opening. To find the glottal closures, one performs linear pre-
diction (LP) analysis on the speech signal every 10 msec and
inverse filters the speech signal with the resulting LP models
to get a residual signal. The data used in the NIST evaluation
was sampled at 8 kHz, so the LP analysis used a model order
of 10. In parallel with this step, one estimates F0 and the prob-
ability of voicing every 10 msec. For the work described here,
the Entropic get f0 command was used to estimate F0 and the
probability of voicing.

Next, one uses a peak picker to determine the quasi-periodic
instants of maximum excitation in the residual, which are as-
sumed to correspond to glottal closures. The Entropic epochs
command was first used to perform this task in early experi-
ments; however, it often chose peaks with spacings that did not

Figure 3: Block diagram of the glottal model parameter estima-
tion procedure.

correspond to the F0 estimates from the get f0 program. In-
stead, another peak picker was used. The peak picker used the
probability of voicing to determine the segments of the residual
over which to find peaks; it did not pick peaks in unvoiced seg-
ments. The peak picker used F0 to help determine peak spacing.
It worked from strong peaks in the middle of each voiced seg-
ment both forward and backward to the ends of the segment
choosing strong peaks with spacings that roughly corresponded
to the F0 estimates from the get f0 program. It used additional
passes to attempt to fix pitch doubling and halving. Note that
depending on the glottal model used, the “closure” marks may
just signify the points of maximum excitation rather than strict
closure points (hence the quotes around the word “Closure” in
Figure 3).

The last step of this phase is to find the instants of glottal
opening. One might conceive of using the residual and the glot-
tal closures (and perhaps other information) to determine the
instants of glottal opening; however, as previously mentioned,
reliably determining instants of glottal opening is difficult due
to the fact that the abruptness of glottal closure leads to a much
more pronounced effect on the effective voiced source com-
pared to that due to the more gradual glottal opening. Instead
of using the residual and a more complicated procedure to es-
timate the instants of glottal opening, it was decided to fix the
glottal opening points by using a nominal closed quotient of
30% for each PP (i.e., an opening was “declared” to occur 30%
of the way into each PP). The fixed closed quotient means that
the next phase of the estimation procedure is not doing strict
CP analysis and is the reason for the quotes around the word
“Opening” in Figure 3. The value of 30% was chosen as a com-
promise between using enough data to estimate an LP model
and choosing a value small enough so as to be doing CP anal-
ysis in at least an approximate sense, but additional research



should be done to more fully explore the impact of this trade-
off. For some pitch periods of high F0, a 30% closed phase did
not provide enough data points to estimate the parameters of the
LP model. In these cases, the CP analysis extended the closed
phase just enough to get enough data to estimate the LP model.
Note that even though a nominal closed quotient of 30% is used
in the CP analysis, the open quotient parameter, K , is allowed to
vary in the glottal model estimation procedure.

One further item to note is that the F0 value that is fed into
the “Estimate Glottal Model Parameters” block comes from the
spacing between adjacent “closure” marks, not from the original
estimate of the get f0 command.

2.2.2. Smoothed CP Analysis

Smoothed CP analysis is a generalization of standard CP anal-
ysis. In standard CP analysis, for a given PP, one forms a corre-
lation matrix,

� � , and a correlation vector, N � , according to the
covariance method of LP [1] and solves the equation

� ��� � N �
for the vector of LP polynomial coefficients, � . Smoothed CP
analysis adds the correlation matrices from adjacent PPs as well
as the correlation vectors prior to computing the LP polyno-
mial. Let

���
be the

���	�
correlation matrix, N � be the

�
���
corre-

lation vector, and � be the vector of the LP polynomial coef-
ficients for the � �	� PP. Compute

�� � ����� �H� � �H���
andN � � N ��� � N � � N � , then solve

� � � � N � for � . In sliding
to the next PP, the current

� � becomes
� ���

, the current N � be-
comes N ��� , the current

���
becomes

� � , and so on. Thus, only
one new correlation matrix and one new correlation vector need
to be computed each PP, just as in standard CP analysis. For
the NIST evaluation, one additional PP from both the left and
the right was used; although, one might want to try a factor of
two or more for speech from females due to their higher pitch.
Also, for the NIST evaluation, the analysis used an LP order of
10 and a preemphasis factor of 0.97. Prior to inverse filtering the
speech signal, the stability of the LP polynomials was checked
and any unstable roots were reflected about the unit circle.

2.2.3. Glottal Model Parameter Estimation

The first step of this phase is to normalize the gain of the CP
residual (to account for setting & � �0O

in the MFLGM). For
each PP, fit a line through the absolute value of the two closure
points that define it. This line gives a � -intercept parameter, � � ,
and a slope parameter, � � . Divide each point of the CP residual
for the PP by its corresponding point on the line. This procedure
yields the gain-normalized CP residual.

Typically in glottal modeling, one estimates the model pa-
rameters by minimizing the squared error between the model
and the residual in the time-domain. However, the low-pass fil-
tering performed prior to sampling (to reduce aliasing) and the
distortion of the telephone bandwidth can lead to errors in the
parameter estimates. In this work, a frequency-domain metric
was used–namely, the squared error between the sine and co-
sine terms of the harmonic coefficients of the gain-normalized
CP residual and those of the MFLGM. (For each PP, the spacing
between the closure points defining the PP was used to deter-
mine the value of F0 to be used in computing the harmonics.)
Let ���G��� � be the � ��� data point in the gain-normalized CP resid-
ual for a PP, then ��� ��� � is modeled as:
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, where ) � � �$; F0, ;.- is the sampling

time, 8 is the number of data points in the PP, and < is the
number of harmonics that lie within the bandwidth of the speech
signal. The harmonic coefficients of the data, �=��� � , �#���  , and/ ���  for + � O � *-* * < , are estimated by solving a linear matrix
equation using the pseudoinverse. The Fourier series expansion
of the MFLGM yields the harmonic coefficients of the model
in terms of M , L , K , N , and P . The Fourier series of the glottal
model is found as
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where ; � � OIH
F0. (Note that � > � � � � due to the previously

mentioned integral property of the glottal model.) It was found
that the speaker recognition performance improved by multiply-
ing the MFLGM harmonics by an overall gain term, J , so this
gain was included in the final metric used for the NIST evalua-
tion. The metric is

metric � O<
�� �! � �*�����  � J � > �  � � � � / ���  � J / > �  � ��*

The chosen metric is nonlinear in the parameters of the glot-
tal model. While one could employ iterative estimation tech-
niques, these can converge to local minima. A simpler but
more computationally intensive procedure was used here. Of-
fline, use the Fourier series expansion of the MFLGM to build a
large linked codebook of � M � L � K � N � P � 5-tuples and their cor-
responding harmonic coefficient vectors. For a given PP and
a given harmonic vector from the codebook, find the gain that
minimizes the squared error between the gain-weighted model
harmonics and those of the gain-normalized CP residual. The
best harmonic vector for the PP in terms of the metric yields the
optimal model parameters for the PP, � MLK ��L K � KMK � N"K � P.K � , as
well as the optimal gain, J K , and the optimal metric, metric K .
The MFLGM used for the NIST evaluation used P � � to re-
duce the computational load in the parameter estimation proce-
dure. Experiments in allowing P to vary from 0 to 0.6 in steps
of 0.1 yielded better fit errors between the model and the data
than did setting P � � , but allowing P to vary did not yield any
benefit in speaker recognition performance and required consid-
erably more computation than did setting P � � . Thus, P was
set to zero and was not used as a feature for speaker recognition.
For each PP, the set of features used for speaker recognition wasM K , L K , K K , N K , J K , metric K , � � , � � , and F0.

Using the codebook in one serial process is very time con-
suming; however, the calculations required for each codebook
vector are independent of those for the other vectors. Thus, one
can break the full codebook into pieces and use them in separate
parallel processes to speed up the overall parameter estimation.
Each process returns the optimal set of parameters for its code-
book piece, and a final process aggregates the separate results
into a final optimal parameter set for each PP. For the NIST
evaluation, the full codebook used 270,000+ vectors on the fol-
lowing grid: �ON M N O

in steps of 0.05, � * P N#L J O
in steps

of 0.02, � * < N K J O
in steps of 0.02, � JHN N � * $ in steps of

0.02, and P �H� .



3. Experiments
This section discusses the results of using the glottal model fea-
tures in the NIST 2003 one speaker evaluation as well as in fur-
ther experiments conducted since the evaluation. All detection
error trade-off (DET) results shown are for the full one speaker
evaluation, not just the primary condition.

3.1. The NIST 2003 Evaluation

Three basic systems were considered for the NIST evaluation—
namely, the MFLGM system, the FMBWF0 system of [8], and
an MFCC system [9]. Each basic system used Gaussian mix-
ture models with diagonal covariance matrices as implemented
in the MIT Lincoln Laboratory system [9]. Background, target,
and T-norm [10] models used 1024 mixtures for the MFLGM
system and 2048 mixtures for the FMBWF0 and MFCC sys-
tems. (The MFLGM system was originally set to use 2048
mixtures, but the GMM software reduced the the number of
mixtures to 1024 due to “persistent empty clusters.”) Target and
T-norm models were adapted from the background model using
MAP adaptation. The mixture weights, means, and variances
were adapted for the MFLGM and FMBWF0 systems, while
only the mixture means were adapted for the MFCC system.
All other GMM settings were held constant across the systems.
The background model for each basic system was gender- and
channel-independent. All basic system scores were normalized
using gender and channel–independent T-norm models [10].

The background model for each basic system was built us-
ing 13 hours of data from 74 male and 74 female speakers taken
from the Switchboard II Phase III and Switchboard Cellular I
databases. Data from 40 of the speakers were from cellular
channels (mostly from GSM and unknown cellular and only a
few from CDMA). The rest of the data was evenly split between
electret and carbon button land-line handsets.

The T-norm models were built from 39 hours of data from
220 male and 220 female speakers taken from the Switchboard
II Phase III and Switchboard Cellular I databases. Data from
186 of the speakers were from cellular channels (again, mostly
GSM and unknown cellular and only a few from CDMA). The
rest of the data was split between electret and carbon button
land-line handsets (mostly electret microphone handsets). The
original plan was to use channel- and gender-dependent T-norm
models (hence the large amount of T-norm model data relative
to the amount of data used for the background models); how-
ever, the actual submitted systems used gender and channel–
independent T-norm models.

The FMBWF0 system [8] was as follows. Every 10 msec,
the following features were computed: (1) F0 from the ESPS
get f0 command, (2) the probability of voicing from the ESPS
get f0 command, (3) formant center frequencies ( ( O

– ( $ ) from
the ESPS formant command, and (4) formant bandwidths ( & O

–& $ ) from the ESPS formant command. The F0 values were
converted to log scale and the formants center frequencies and
bandwidths were converted to radians. Only voiced frames with( � J � P � Hz used.

The MFCC system used 19 cepstral coefficients excluding
the � ��� coefficient. RASTA processing was used, and deltas of
the features were included.

A number of experiments were conducted using simple
score averaging. The two main systems based on score com-
binations for the NIST evaluation were FUSION1, the mean
of the scores from MFLGM and FMBWF0 systems, and FU-
SION2, the mean of the scores from the MFCC and FUSION1
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Figure 4: Detection error trade-off plot for the NIST 2003 one-
speaker limited-data evaluation.

systems. Both score combination systems were robust to vary-
ing the weights on the averages.

Figure 4 shows the DET plot for the MFLGM (labeled
GM), FMBWF0, FUSION1, MFCC, and FUSION2 systems for
both the male and the female data of the one speaker task. One
can see that simple score averaging works well here. Although
the MFLGM system does not outperform the MFCC system, the
MFLGM features do add complementary information to both
the MFCC and FMBWF0 feature sets.

3.2. Experiments with LPCCs and Gender Breakouts

Additional experiments were run after the NIST 2003 evalu-
ation to examine the difference in performance versus gender
and to add a fourth basic system based on LPCCs. The LPCC
system calculated 16 cepstral coefficients excluding the � �	� cep-
stral coefficient [1]. Cepstral mean subtraction was applied to
the cepstral coefficients, and the feature set included the deltas
of the features.

For the experiments discussed in this section and the next,
the T-norm models were built using a subset of the original
T-norm models. The data consisted of 9 hours of data from
100 male and 100 female speakers taken from the Switchboard
II Phase III and Switchboard Cellular I databases split evenly
between cellular data and land-line data. Again, the cellular
data files were mostly GSM and unknown cellular with only a
few from CDMA. The land-line data were split between elec-
tret (68%) and carbon button (32%) handsets. This T-norm set
provided performance on par with that of the prior T-norm set
while requiring substantially less computation.

Figure 5 shows the DET plot for the male test data of the
NIST 2003 one-speaker evaluation for the MFLGM (denoted
by GM in the figure), FMBWF0, LPCC, and MFCC systems,
while Figure 6 shows the results of the same systems for the
female test data. Of the four systems, the MFCCs perform the
best yielding an equal error rate (EER) of 10.0% for both male
and female test data. The order of the other three systems de-
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Figure 5: Detection error trade-off plot for the male test data
of the NIST 2003 one-speaker evaluation for the MFLGM,
FMBWF0, LPCC, and MFCC systems.

pends on gender and on which area of the DET plot one chooses
to focus. The LPCC system is reasonably consistent for both
male and female test data yielding an EER of 16.3% for both
cases. One can see that MFLGM and FMBWF0 systems per-
form better for the female data than they do for the male data.
The MFLGM system yields an EER of 19.8% for the male test
data and an EER of 17.2% for the female test data, while the
FMBWF0 system yields an EER of 16.7% for the male test data
and an EER of 15.3% for the female test data.

Figure 7 shows the DET plot for the male test data of the
NIST 2003 one-speaker evaluation for (1) the combination of
the MFLGM and FMBWF0 systems (denoted by FUSEGF);
(2) the combination of the MFLGM and LPCC systems (de-
noted by FUSEGL); (3) the combination of the FMBWF0 and
LPCC systems (denoted by FUSEFL); (4) the combination
of the MFLGM, FMBWF0, and LPCC systems (denoted by
FUSEGFL); and (5) the MFCC system. Figure 8 shows the
results of the same systems for the female test data. Each com-
bination system computes the mean of the scores for the systems
comprising the combination. While none of these combination
systems performs better than the MFCC system, one can see
that the various combination systems come closer to the perfor-
mance of the MFCC system for the female test data than they
do for the male test data. The best of these combination systems
is the FUSEGFL system. Compared to the EER of the MFCC
system at 10.0% for both genders, the FUSEGFL system yields
an EER of 13.4% for the male test data and an EER of 12.2%
for the female test data.

Scores from each of the individual MFLGM, FMBWF0,
and LPCC systems were combined with the scores from the
MFCC system to see if any improvement would result. Us-
ing a weighted average of 0.7 times the MFCC score plus 0.3
times the score of the other system resulted in improved perfor-
mance, with the combination of the MFCC and MFLGM sys-
tems being the best. In addition, the scores from the FUSEGF,
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Figure 6: Detection error trade-off plot for the female test
data of the NIST 2003 one-speaker evaluation for the MFLGM,
FMBWF0, LPCC, and MFCC systems.

FUSEGL, FUSEFL, and FUSEGFL systems were combined
with the scores from the MFCC system using the same weight-
ing (0.70 for the MFCC system and 0.3 for the other sys-
tem), with the best result coming from the combination of the
MFCC system with the FUSEGFL system. Figure 9 shows
the DET plot for the male test data for (1) the MFCC system,
(2) the combination of the MFCC and MFLGM systems (de-
noted by FUSEMG), and (3) the combination of the MFCC
and FUSEGFL systems (denoted by FUSEMGFL). Figure 10
shows the corresponding DET plot for the female test data. For
both genders, one can see that the FUSEMG system provides
as much improvement as does the FUSEMGFL system. Thus,
while the combination of the FMBWF0 and LPCC systems adds
a lot to the MFLGM system, they basically do not add much
complementary information to the FUSEMG system for this
data set. Other data sets with different channel distributions
might well yield different results. Also, despite the fact that
the MFLGM and FUSEGFL systems perform better for the fe-
male test data than they do for the male test data, the FUSEMG
and FUSEMGFL systems yield comparable performance across
both genders.

3.3. Modification of the Glottal Model Metric

Experiments were conducted with modifications to the metric
used to determine the best codebook vector. To determine if the
phase information in the harmonics was important, the metric
was modified from the squared error between the sine and co-
sine terms of the harmonics of the CP residual and the MFLGM
to the squared error between only the magnitudes of the harmon-
ics of the CP residual and the MFLGM. The magnitude-only
metric is

metric >���� � O<
�� "! � ��� � ����  �D/ ����  � J � � �> �  �D/ �> �  �� � *
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Figure 7: Detection error trade-off plot for the male test data of
the NIST 2003 one-speaker evaluation for (1) the combination
of the MFLGM and FMBWF0 systems (denoted by FUSEGF);
(2) the combination of the MFLGM and LPCC systems (de-
noted by FUSEGL); (3) the combination of the FMBWF0 and
LPCC systems (denoted by FUSEFL); (4) the combination
of the MFLGM, FMBWF0, and LPCC systems (denoted by
FUSEGFL); and (5) the MFCC system.

Figure 11 shows the DET plot for the the glottal model system
for the NIST 2003 one-speaker evaluation showing a compari-
son between the original metric and the magnitude-only metric
for both male and female data. For both genders, the difference
in performance between the original metric and the magnitude-
only metric is minor. Thus, one might consider excluding the
phase information in the metric in applications where there is a
significant amount of phase distortion.

4. Conclusions and Future Work
As found in [5], glottal model features can be useful for speaker
recognition. Although they don’t perform as well as do MFCCs,
they can be useful in combination with MFCCs and/or LPCCs
from the CP analysis and/or the FMBWF0 system to improve
the performance. Further, simple score averaging was found to
work well in combining the various systems. There are several
things still to try with the glottal model system—namely, im-
proving channel robustness (e.g., by modifying the metric used
to determine the best set of parameters), investigating the ef-
fect of the smoothed CP analysis parameters, investigating other
glottal models, and improving the computational speed (by ad-
justing codebook size, vector density, etc.).
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Figure 11: Detection error trade-off plot for the glottal model
system for the NIST 2003 one-speaker evaluation showing a
comparison between the original metric and the magnitude-
only metric for both male and female data.


